George Brown was born into the golf business. His dad was Caddie Master at Prince’s Golf Club, in Sandwich, his mum was a Cook in the Club kitchen, while young George was a Caddie Boy before he started as a greenkeeper as soon as he’d finished school.

You certainly wouldn’t need too much time staring at tea leaves to determine that the game would play a significant role in his life. However, the extent to which George would make an impact on the game itself would have been less easy to predict.

He has gone from caddying for the great and the good to playing with Champions, Presidents and Princes and is known and respected throughout the world of golf as the face of Turnberry. Indeed, when he retires, after this year’s Championship, at the age of 71, he is being retained by the new owners, Leisurecorp, as an Ambassador/Consultant for the Resort.

Sitting in the magnificent Turnberry Clubhouse we reflected on a life that has seen George, Golf Courses and Estates Manager, steer the iconic world-renowned Resort through the last two and a half decades and four different owners. It is a measure of his achievement that the Ailsa Course, venue for this July’s Open Championship, is currently ranked best in the country by two leading golf magazines.

He also found the time to commit to the BIGGA National Chairmanship in 2003, one of the most traumatic and difficult years in the Association’s history.

George is the latest recipient of the BIGGA Lifetime Achievement Award following Sir Michael Bonallack OBE; Walter Woods BEM and Jack McMillan MBE onto the Roll of Honour.

“I’m not often lost for words but when John Pemberton gave me the news I was genuinely gobsmacked. I just feel most humble to get it. In many ways I’m not sure I deserve it as there are many other guys I know who have done so much more for BIGGA than I have and who have gone unrecognised,” said George.

“I’ve just been so fortunate in my career really going back over 50 years not just in greenkeeping, but in golf in general.”

Having started as a caddie at the age of 13 or 14 – he carried for Douglas Bader and Viscountess Astor, the first lady MP, among others – he moved on to the greens crew.

“There were times in the long hot summers at Princes, pushing that mower up and down with no engine, that I thought there must be something better than this,” said George, who also recalls being extremely fit, and thin, at the time.

One thing he did feel extremely fortunate about was his own golf.

“I lived right in the middle of three famous Kent golf courses – Princes, St George’s and Cinque Ports - and I was in the Artisans’ Section of them all. It was 10 shillings for each, per annum, so for £1.50 in today’s money I had the choice of three Open Championship venues and could play every night of the week.”

Becoming a professional was an option and it was a losing bet that saw George move to become a pro/greenkeeper at his next club.

“In the early 60s I played with Mike Ingham, BY GEORGE!

The latest recipient of the BIGGA Lifetime Achievement Award is Turnberry’s George Brown. Scott MacCallum visited him to talk about his life and times.
with the triplex, then rushing off to the next county to be on the tee for 9.30 to play 36 holes for Kent before driving home again.”

He left Princes in 1979 to go to Broome Park Golf & Country Club as Director of Golf.

“It was a Donald Steel designed course with squash and tennis courts, a swimming pool and time share development and was one of the most upmarket golf and country clubs in the country at the time.

“I carried out the role of the Secretary, booking in the golf societies and running the golf tournaments. It was my first management job and a real challenge. I’ve worked under some excellent General Managers and Marketing Departments and learned an awful lot,” he said.

However, it was when he became responsible for the bars and restaurants as well that it started to get too much and he was delighted when he got a call asking if he’d like to take up the challenge of getting Turnberry ready for the 1986 Open. The previous Course Manager, Russell Brown, who, coincidently, had followed George as Course Manager at Princes, sadly died in November 1985.

“I don’t know really why I was in the frame for the job, although most of my experience had been on links courses, but the call came at the right time as I was ready for a move,” he said, although knowledge of his soon-to-be new home was fairly scant.

“I knew very little about Turnberry. To be honest I had to get out the map to pin it down.

When he arrived the hotel was about to be closed for refurbishment – much as it is at the moment – and George was the only resident.

“I can remember looking out over the golf courses, the lighthouse and the Clyde and thinking ‘This will do me’.”

And do him it has.

With a current staff of 32 including mechanics, admin staff and gardeners it has moved on from ‘86 when with The Open looming he had one experienced man on the team, his Assistant, a very young Derek Wilson, who is now Course Manager at Bognor, the rest of the team comprised of mainly YTS guys.

“It was a fantastic Open. The boys all rallied round and worked very hard and between us we put on a good show,” recalled George, who still has many of those guys on his current crew.

The ‘86 Open will be remembered for Greg Norman’s win, and a stunning 63 in the second round, and it produced a superb leaderboard with Woosnam, Langer, Faldo, Ballesteros and Zoeller all finishing in the top 10. Norman’s 63 included a makeable putt miss on the 17th and three putts on the last.

“One of the finest rounds of golf I’ve ever seen under the conditions,” said George, who recalls poor weather, narrow fairways and tough rough.

He also remembers one particular newspaper featuring Seve praising the course to the hilt on the Tuesday and then proclaiming it impossible and a joke two days later, in the same paper.

His second Open in ’94, won by Nick Price, he remembers how that during the week before the course was beginning to burn up but that he resisted watering. They then had 50 mil of rain over the next four days and he read in the papers that Turnberry had a new irrigation system and that the course was too green as a result!

“People talk about sustainability, education and training but when it comes to actual playing conditions it’s the man upstairs who has the last word.”

During his time at Turnberry George has played with a host of luminaries and such is his easy manner he has been an ideal partner for anyone from Prince Andrew and President Bill Clinton to young assistants at Section events. He has also played with Champions such as Gary Player, Bobby Locke, Max Falconer and Sandy Lyle.

George was BIGGA National Chairman in 2003, the year in which BIGGA’s first Executive Director, Neil Thomas, was to be struck down with a brain tumour which was to cost him his life in early 2004.

“It was a difficult year for everyone with Neil’s illness – his family, the BIGGA staff and myself. I was with Neil in America and Canada, he always organised everything down to the last ‘T’,” said George.

“One of the things I’m proud of is that I was instrumental in the appointment of John (Pemberton) and we’ve got a lot to thank John, and the Board, for in steering us through these difficult times which are likely only to get more difficult.”

George has some thoughts on those members who see the Chairman’s role as elitist and just a jolly.

“I certainly didn’t need the Chairmanship for my CV. It is very time consuming and a huge responsibility. Some of those who criticise the role should give it a shot because it’s easy to an armchair critic,” said George, who does advise anyone who undertakes committee or voluntary work to remember that their day job should always come first.

“My work has always been my priority and people who forget that have often lost their jobs. I’ve been very fortunate that I had the full support of my General Manager, Stewart Selbie, and also from my three Head Greenkeepers, Martin Lothian, Jimmy Johnston and Tom Cuthill - not forgetting Jim Campbell, our mechanic, and, the one who keeps everyone and everything in order, Jackie McDowall, our Secretary.”

The fact that he loves his work so much has made it such a pleasure for him.

“As a young man I was keen on fishing and hunting so I could have been just as happy being a Gillie or a Gamekeeper. I’ve combined a hobby with my living. How lucky can you get.”

In the run up to the 2009 Open, George is working alongside his recently appointed successor, Euan Grant, who will shadow George until after The Open when he will take over permanently.

“My one wish for the year is that our new owners, Leisurecorp, and all the staff at Turnberry, have a fantastic and successful Open and that we all get the results we are looking for.”

After over 50 years in the business George does not deserve anything less.
Whatever the sport...

...whatever the season...

...we’ve got the disease control programme you can trust

The Syngenta range of turf fungicides has been specifically developed to provide outstanding levels of disease control. Adopting a programmed approach - rotating Heritage, Banner MAXX and Daconil Weather Stik through the season - can deliver cost-effective, reliable and sustainable turf disease control - now, and in the future. Combined with the independently proven advice from www.greencast.co.uk you can be confident of applying the right product, at the right time, to maintain the ultimate turf.

Distributed in the UK and Ireland by Scotts Professional
Syngenta Crop Protection Ltd, Registarred in England, No. 090529, STLC, Capital Park, Fulbourn, Cambridge, CB15 9SG. Tel: (01324) 883400 Fax: (01324) 882195
Technical Enquiries Tel: 0800 169 6008 Email: customer.services@syngenta.com Website: www.greencast.co.uk and www.greencast.ie
Scotts Professional Tel: 0871 220 5333 Email: helpdesk@scotts.com
DACONIL WEATHER STIK® contains chlorothalonil (MAPP 75829), BANNER MAXX® contains propiconazole (MAPP 131407), HERITAGE® contains azoxystrobin (MAPP 11383)
DACONIL WEATHER STIK®, BANNER MAXX® and GRETCAST are registered trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company.
Always read the label. Use pesticides safely. Syngenta AG May 2009, 50.
As from September 2009, 14-19 year olds, in England and Wales, have had the opportunity to complete a recognised work-based Environmental and Land-based Diploma qualification.

The Greenkeepers Training Committee’s Education Director, David Golding, has been involved in discussions with the Lantra Sector Skills Council to ensure the Sports Turf sector is represented at Diploma development meetings and has clearly identified the new option for youngsters as a pathway for a longer-term ambition to join the greenkeeping profession.

Within the greenkeeping industry we have long been used to staff completing work-based qualifications such as the NVQ and the established Sports Turf Apprenticeship. Dependant on the Approved Training Provider, delivery of the vocational qualifications and apprenticeship can vary from part-time learning off the job, whereby trainee greenkeepers attend college for block placements of academic-based learning, or 100% on the job learning but the key to the Diploma, vocational qualifications including the apprenticeship is the on-the-job work experience. However, as an industry, it is essential that we are not only prepared for how this will affect the future of greenkeeping, but also embrace it as an exciting opportunity which will benefit the trainee, existing greenkeeping staff and the golf club as a whole.

An excellent example of how an employer in partnership with a GTC Approved Training Provider can benefit all concerned came to light when David Golding discussed the new Diploma with Danny Burrows, Course Manager at Flaxby Park Golf Club in North Yorkshire.

Danny now takes up the story: “At Flaxby Park Golf Club we have had many work experience students since we opened in 2004, usually for two weeks from local schools. Some students leave knowing that greenkeeping is not for them, while others have left thinking that a career in greenkeeping may be something worth considering. The students we have had have tended to fall into two categories: either both enthusiastic and hardworking, or have made no secret of the fact that they would rather be at home on the Playstation!

“Over the past month Flaxby Park Golf Club has had two French horticulture students, David Coudray and Sebastian Shvent, for work experience. When I was approached by their tutors at Askham Bryan College, over the phone, I was concerned about the practicalities of this arrangement: could they speak English? Where would they stay? How would they get to work? How much do we pay them? And, most importantly, would they be any good? However, a meeting with their tutor from Askham Bryan and a tutor from their French college quickly set my mind at rest. Yes, at least one would have a good basic knowledge of English; they would stay at the college and be transported via minibus each morning even starting at 6:30am. The only thing to concern me was what sort of workers they would be, no one knew, as no one ever does when they have

**FRENCH STUDENTS HELP WITH ENGLISH DIPLOMA**

David Golding (centre) with Steve Prinn from Askham Bryan College (left) and Danny Burrows, Course Manager at Flaxby Golf Club
a work experience student or a new worker starting. One of the biggest advantages was that we didn’t have to pay them, so were getting their skills for nothing.

“On their first day, I welcomed them and introduced them to the other staff. With my poor knowledge of French and Sebastian’s basic English, undertaking the Health and Safety induction, fire safety and risk assessments were somewhat of a challenge and involved a lot of pointing and actions! Coming from a horticultural background their interest and eagerness was clear from the outset, regardless of the language barrier, and they were keen to get actively involved in all aspects of practical greenkeeping.

“Because David and Sebastian were only with us for a month, their greenkeeping tasks were limited to those of general maintenance such as switching greens, raking bunkers, changing holes but all training was based on the standards within the GTC’s training manual.

“Bearing in mind that it takes at least a couple of weeks for experienced greenkeepers to confidently navigate around a 27-hole golf course, David and Sebastian’s work ethic during the month was great and they quickly made friends with other greenkeeping staff. Their eagerness to learn had a motivating effect upon existing members of staff, and provided them with an opportunity to brush up on their own knowledge. David and Sebastian’s help was especially invaluable with the new 9-hole Temple Course opening to members during their work experience.

“Also at Flaxby we have Matt, from King James High School in Knaresborough, doing extended work experience every Tuesday until further notice. With Matt only being there for the past month so far his help has been much appreciated and he seems to be enjoying the work based learning scheme.

“I believe all employers have a responsibility to get fully behind the new diploma and encourage students to see if greenkeeping is a career that they want to pursue in the future. It will not only benefit the student but also the golf courses they are working on, as most managers know you can never have enough staff.”

David Golding adds, “following on from my discussions with Danny we are now looking at developing an employers guide to taking on a 14-19 year old as a work placement.”

The GTC will be ensuring through Mr Jon Allbutt, our Health & Safety advisor, that all aspects of safety are covered in the booklet and we welcome any input from other employers or Course Managers who have examples or experience of work placements.
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Harrogate Week has a new event for 2009

...The Social Night
at the Majestic Hotel, Harrogate

FREE Casino
FREE Games

Chips provided by BIGGA
Prize for the winner!

Drinks Promotion
Riggwelter beer
£2 per pint!

The Social Night
Tuesday 20th January 2009
(7pm until 10.30pm)

All for £25
(including meal!)

To purchase a ticket, call
BIGGA on 01347 833800
**In the Shed**

Greenkeeper International brings you ‘In the Shed’, a puzzle page to keep you entertained when the weather forces you in or for when times are slow.

**CROSSWORD**

Across
1. Team beaten by Bolton Wanderers in the first FA Cup Final to be held at Wembley (4,3,6)
9. Word used to introduce a second negative statement (7)
10. City of North Island (NZ) famed for geothermal activity (7)
11. Building where birds are kept (6)
12. Italian region whose capital is Turin (8)
14. Disputed ability gained through Transcendental Meditation (5,6)
15. Band whose Lexicon of Love album (1982) yielded several hits (3)
17. Twosome (3)
18. Study of words and word usage, also called philology (11)
20. Arrontment of different things (5,3)
22. Person who is extremely poor (6)
24. Colloquial term (mainly US) for prison (7)
25. Italian wine originally made using only Sangiovese grapes (7)
26. Scottish virtuoso percussionist born 1965, made Dame of the British Empire in 2007 (6,7)

Down
1. 1995 romantic film starring Whitney Houston (7,2,6)
2. Globular (9)
3. Surname of the politician who succeeded Leon Brittan as Home Secretary under Margaret Thatcher (4)
4. French island possession featured on all Euro banknotes (10)
5. Famous (5)
6. (Be able to) rotate using very small area (4,2,1,8)
7. Extreme (7)
8. State of extreme dishonour, opprobrium (6)
13. Informal version of the UK’s longest place-name (8,2)
15. Period during which an embryo develops (9)
17. Landed property (often rural) retained by the owner for personal use (7)
19. Sleazy (6)
21. Figure representing human form (5)
23. Line from which darts are thrown (4)

**QUICK NINE-HOLE QUIZ**

1. In golf what is the name given to the grassed area between the tee and the green?
2. In which game would you find cover point, silky mid off and square leg?
3. Who at the 1984 Olympics, won the 100m, 200m, the sprint relay and the Long Jump?
4. Which sport featured in many of the Beach Boys earliest hits?
5. Which sport uses asymmetrical bars, rings and a pommel horse?
6. Who won Wimbledon every year from 1976 to 1980?
7. Which Grand Prix team’s world champions have included Emerson Fittipaldi, Niki Lauda and Alain Prost?
8. What is the name of the method of training a horse to carry out a set routine of movements?
9. Which sport was originally called Mintonette?

**MONSTER SUDOKU**

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every 4x4 box contains the numbers 1 to 9 and the letters A, B and C.

**SUDOKU**

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every 9 box shape contains the numbers 1 to 9.

**IN THE SHED ANSWERS**

can be found on page 54
The first and only valve-in-head family of golf rotors that is completely serviceable from the top.

Leave your shovels behind.

Turf to Aerate? Easy Does It

The Soil Reliever family of deep aerators delivers consistent results in the most demanding of conditions. The unique angled frame and hydraulic depth control delivers more punching power where you need it - right over the tines.

Our feature packed range has a model for every application, including the unique ground following ‘Super’ series.

With a 2-year warranty, low maintenance, simple operation and the ability to deep aerate without disrupting play - check out the best value in aeration today.

You’ll be relieved you did.

Lo-Call 0845 026 0064
www.jsmd.co.uk
**VOLUNTEERS WANTED...**

**...FOR BIGGA SUPPORT TEAM**

The Open Championship, Turnberry GC, July 16-19

This is your opportunity to work at Turnberry GC to assist Golf Course Manager and Estate Manager, George Brown, and his team with the preparation of the course and be a part of the on-course team which accompanies each match ensuring bunkers are raked in a correct and professional manner.

It will be your responsibility to make your way to the team’s base for the week – Auchincruive College (Scottish Agricultural College AYR) - but after that transport to and from the golf course, shared accommodation and meals will be provided for the duration of the Championship.

You will be expected to report for duty by 5pm on Wednesday, July 15, and be available until the close of play on Sunday – a meal and bed and breakfast will be supplied for the Sunday evening and Monday morning if required.

This opportunity is open to full BIGGA members only. Younger members, relatively new to the Association, will also be actively considered.

To apply complete this application form and send to: Scott MacCallum, BIGGA HOUSE, Aldwark, Aine, York, YO61 1UF. For further information contact Scott on: 01347 833800 or email: scott@bigga.co.uk

Closing Date for applications for The Open Team February 1, 2009, and you will be notified later in the month.

---

**Application Form**

- **Name** .............................................................................
  - **Age** .............
- **Golf Club** ............................................................................................
- **BIGGA Membership No.** ......................................................................
- **Position** .............................................................................................
- **Email Address** ....................................................................................

You have applied for/appeared on the team at:

- **Royal Birkdale 2008** .................................................................
  - **Applied** .................................................................
  - **Successful** .................................................................
- **Carnoustie 2007** ..........................................................................
- **Hoylake, 2006** ..............................................................................
- **St Andrews, 2005** ...........................................................................
- **Royal Troon, 2004** ...........................................................................

- **Yes** 
- **No**

- I have been a BIGGA member for more than three years .............................................
- I serve, or have served in the last three years, on a Section/Region Committee ..........................................
- I am enrolled on BIGGA’s CPD Scheme ...........................................................................
- I have attended three of the last five Harrogate Weeks ...........................................................................
- I am/have been a member of the PGA Championship Support Team .............................................
- I am willing to be a mini bus driver (You must have held a full driving license for three years and be over 25 years of age.) .................................................................
- I am an overseas Member ............................................................................

---

**Note:** A place on the team is open to all full BIGGA members but priority will be given to the more active members. Also, subject to sufficient experienced applicants, no BIGGA member will be eligible to appear on more than three consecutive teams. A limited number of places will be made available to overseas members. Please ensure that you have spoken to your golf club or Course Manager prior to applying and have arranged the time off. Should you be chosen you must send a passport picture of yourself to BIGGA HQ as the R&A now have photographic ID for all Open Championship workers.
NEW COMPACT TRACTOR

Ransomes Jacobsen has introduced a new compact tractor, the Iseki TH4335, powered by a 32 PS, three-cylinder, liquid cooled diesel engine operating at 2600rpm, which results in reduced noise levels.

Like all Iseki diesel engines, the power plant has been designed to provide high performance at low cost. Maximum speed is 30 km/h and it has a 35-litre fuel tank, 16 percent larger than the TH4260 that it replaces.

www.textron.com

WASHPAD WATER RECYCLING SYSTEMS

As anti-pollution regulations tighten and environmental inspections increase, waspad water recycling remains high on the agenda and Course Care aims to stay in front with their ClearWater waspad water recycling systems.

Harrogate Week sees the launch of their latest system, ClearWater II and joint MD, David Mears said: “We are excited about the new system and are determined to keep ClearWater competitive. There have been a number of upgrades and we have an increased capacity model. ClearWater remains keenly priced, simple to operate and, we believe, the most economical to run and maintain.”

01535 611103
www.course-care.co.uk

THREE-WAY ACTION ON TURF DISEASE

Syngenta has launched an exciting new fungicide for high-performance turf disease control. Instrata contains the exceptional long-lasting residual control of fludioxonil - the first new contact active ingredient for turf diseases control for over 20 years, they claim.

Additionally, the complementary three-way mix of new fludioxonil with the proven propiconazole and chlorothalonil targets disease at every stage of the life-cycle and gives both contact and systemic activity in the plant.

www.syngenta.com

GREENLINE CLEANS UP

Lloyds & Co Letchworth Ltd supply the multi-purpose Greenline Combi-Trailer.

This versatile machine can be used for a variety of tasks, from the maintenance of grass areas including cutting and scarifying, to the collection of grass, leaves and wood chippings taking advantage of the high tipping and various size high capacity trailer available, thus saving the necessity and expense of having a dedicated machines for each task, while also giving year round usability.

01462-683031.

NEW ROLLER SUSPENSION

Bobcat has developed a new all-steel Roller Suspension Undercarriage as an option for the T190, T250, T300 and T320 compact tracked loader models. The roller suspension system offers a number of important advantages, including improved ride quality for the operator, improved performance and productivity, better durability for a longer service life, and ease of maintenance. The roller suspension system complements the enhanced standard solid mounted undercarriage, which replaces the undercarriage system previously used on Bobcat compact tracked loaders.

www.bobcat.com

NATURAL NEMATICIDE

Forging the way for further approvals across Europe, Eagle Green Care, a natural nematicide based on garlic extract, has been approved for use on sports and amenity turf for the control of nematodes in the Republic of Ireland.

Eagle Green Care reduces nematode populations and the damage caused by root knot nematodes and other free-living species in pitches and sports grounds.

www.ecospray.com

NEW ADDITION

Charterhouse Turf Machinery has extended its iconic Verti-Drain range by adding the new 7621 to the line-up.

Designed for contractors, who find that the demand for the Verti-Drain produces a massive workload, or for golf course managers looking to tackle hard compacted fairways, the Verti-Drain 7621 has a working width of 2.1m and weighs in at 1650kg.

www.charterhouse turf machinery.co.uk